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Visual Contagions, the Art Historian, and the Digital Strategies to Work on Them

Béatrice Joyeux-Prunel*
University of Geneva

Abstract
How do images and styles spread out over time and place? This article presents how art historians can use digital methods to study “visual contagions” – the visual part of globalization: how images circulate, as material artefacts (paintings, sculptures, engravings, etc...) or in reproductions (in illustrated periodicals, in photography, or on the internet...), through which channels (cultural, geographical, political...) and according to which visual logics. It sketches the new possibilities offered by deep learning and artificial intelligence algorithms applied to images, to better understand the epidemiology of visual diffusions. This Paper is also an opportunity to assess 10 years of digital approach to artistic globalization with the Artl@s Project (https://www.artlas.huma-num.fr).

Résumé

* Béatrice Joyeux-Prunel is full Professor of Digital Humanities at the University of Geneva (Switzerland). Since 2009, she has led Artl@s, an international project on art globalization, and since 2016 Postdigital, a project on digital cultures. She works on the social and global history of modern art, on visual globalization, the Digital Humanities, and the visual history of petroleum.
Some images have been contagious, reproduced over and over again, sometimes globally, only to be forgotten. Other images have marked their time: We think of the *Mona Lisa*, Picasso’s *Guernica*, photographs of Che Guevara, Marilyn Monroe, and their multiple reinterpretations over time and space. We know that some images have contributed to cultural globalization, but we are not able to explain how this globalization process happened. Identifying globally influential images, their channels of circulation, their influence over other images, and the ideas that accompanied them, is essential for understanding the extent to which images fueled the historical upheavals and cultural modernization process, from ancient forms of visual contagion (citation, copy, pastiche, reuse…) to the contemporary acceleration of image circulation through the Internet. It will help us discover which prescriptive images might have been at the heart of the international convergences of taste, and of cultural, gendered, social and political representations.

In this paper, I define "influential" images as those that have been reproduced extensively, whatever the medium: those that have been copied, imitated, or have inspired other images. "Influential" can also be defined more broadly as a social and political power that leads some actors to new worldviews, and to new types of behavior. In the expression "visual contagions," "contagion" is used to broaden the neutralizing scope of the term "circulation," and to deal with the overwhelming effect that images can have. The word "circulation" implies the movement of the source object to a target culture or subgroup. Rather, diffusion refers to a reproduction/copy (even most often a continuum of reproductions) of a source object that spreads in space and time. Moreover, the circulation of images it not neutral: a visual contagion can often be taken negatively, because it is incontrollable. Some visual circulations seem to behave like diseases, viruses, or epidemics. They touch broad regions, huge populations, and broadcast from continent to continent. We can think of fashions trends, of religious and devotional representations, as well as of political propagandist images, “fake news,” or visual “memes.” “Contagion” is precisely what we do not understand from images. Why do they have such impact? Taking advantage of the recent development of visual big data, why not apply to this data the same questions that are being asked to study epidemics? In this article, I propose therefore to develop an epidemiology of images.

Many approaches are possible. So far, historians have worked on circulating still images one by one. Now, the multiplication of images over time makes it impossible to study them this way. For just the period of the material and the printed regime of image circulation (in artwork, engravings and illustrated periodicals), from the 1880s to the apparition of Internet in the 1990s (and the dramatic change that this triggered in image circulation processes), analyzing the impact of artistic and non-artistic images in the global diffusion of styles, iconographies, ideas, practices and representations, is a real challenge for research. Understanding the diffusion of digital images is even more difficult. Digital approaches help a great deal, provided that a clear methodology is defined, and provided that they are applied on representative and commensurable corpora before employing more traditional, archival, historical, and hermeneutical approaches. Starting from the hypothesizes that the circulation of still images, artistic and non-artistic, in original and reproduction, reflects the development of cultural globalization in the 20th century, the digital and historical study of visual contagions will help better understand convergences and divergences in cultural globalization. It will help us to understand the geography of this globalization, its main nuclei, its pockets of resistance, but also its directions and how it operates. In addition, it will likely help us better understand the social, cultural, economic, — and why not cognitive factors of image circulation.

This article provides an overview of the research available on the subject, and describes the work currently underway to study visual contagions. It is also an opportunity to assess 10 years of digital
approach to artistic globalization with the Artl@s Project (https://www.artlas.huma-num.fr).

The Challenges of Visual Circulations, from Wölfflin and Warburg to Global Historical Studies

Art historians never clearly defined what they understood as “diffusions” and “influences,” or even as “styles,” and how they can work on such phenomena—even if the circulation of styles has always been an issue for them. We can suppose that their difficulty to do so was linked to the monographic fate of the discipline: art historians were long driven by case-studies, often considered as an ethic, while the study of broad diffusions required more than a dozen cases to work on, which implied an energy that individuals could not have. Yet, some art historians were interested quite soon in using technology to better study images diffusion.

Defining and Tracing Visual Diffusions. From “Paper Museums” to Photography

As the Louvre exhibition "Paper Museums" demonstrated, 17th and 18th century antique dealers often constituted imposing figurative collections of antiques where they collected images of ancient works in engravings or drawings. These "paper museums" had a real effect from the 18th century on the development of a penchant for the "paper museums" had a real effect from the 18th century on the development of a penchant for the

The rise of photography had an even stronger impact on art historians. Using photography and the possibility to compare images and display the possible circulation of patterns or themes visually, art historians continued to reconstruct strictly optical evolutions. Following Alois Riegl’s Stilfragen: Grundlegungen zu einer Geschichte der Ornamentik (Problems of style: foundations for a history of ornament, 1893) and Heinrich Wölfflin’s Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe (Fundamental Principles of Art History, 1899), they studied stylistic diffusions from case to case, from image to image and from artefact to artefact. The gradual expansion of the study led them to envisage the possibility that shapes could be thought of as autonomous, if historical and social logics could be relativized.

Aby Warburg and the Pledge of Iconology

Without necessarily increasing the corpus studied, the “iconology” proposed by Aby Warburg brought to light the importance of photographic denials of art historians who were careful to distinguish themselves from it. As Pascal Griener has shown, in the 18th century, Art History, like the history of science, began to give new importance to the technical devices that made it possible to represent, display, and compare art objects. In their "Laboratories," art historians began to develop new experiments, serializing and comparing images to draw hypotheses about the history of styles in particular.

Without necessarily increasing the corpus studied, the “iconology” proposed by Aby Warburg brought to light the importance of photographic denials of art historians who were careful to distinguish themselves from it. As Pascal Griener has shown, in the 18th century, Art History, like the history of science, began to give new importance to the technical devices that made it possible to represent, display, and compare art objects. In their "Laboratories," art historians began to develop new experiments, serializing and comparing images to draw hypotheses about the history of styles in particular.

Reproductive photography became an essential instrument in the appreciation of art in the 19th century. The cheap, illustrated Art History textbook was born at that time. It gave access to portable and visual knowledge, ready to be invested in the museum. The rise of photography had an even stronger impact on art historians. Using photography and the possibility to compare images and display the possible circulation of patterns or themes visually, art historians continued to reconstruct strictly optical evolutions. Following Alois Riegl’s Stilfragen: Grundlegungen zu einer Geschichte der Ornamentik (Problems of style: foundations for a history of ornament, 1893) and Heinrich Wölfflin’s Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe (Fundamental Principles of Art History, 1899), they studied stylistic diffusions from case to case, from image to image and from artefact to artefact. The gradual expansion of the study led them to envisage the possibility that shapes could be thought of as autonomous, if historical and social logics could be relativized.

Aby Warburg and the Pledge of Iconology

Without necessarily increasing the corpus studied, the “iconology” proposed by Aby Warburg brought to light the importance of photographic denials of art historians who were careful to distinguish themselves from it. As Pascal Griener has shown, in the 18th century, Art History, like the history of science, began to give new importance to the technical devices that made it possible to represent, display, and compare art objects. In their "Laboratories," art historians began to develop new experiments, serializing and comparing images to draw hypotheses about the history of styles in particular.
reproductions in the study of Art History—an importance that had tended to be overshadowed, as if art historians had been able to work only on real objects themselves. Warburg displayed large panels around a room set up as a circle for the comparison of photographic pictures. Each panel itself was dedicated to the visual presentation of several photographic images containing similar motives and references that could be compared. Warburg followed the hypothesis that shapes lived, and that they could be transferred from one medium to another, and from one time to another. He came to the idea of the Pathosformel: the pathos formula embedded in an image. Warburg hypothesized that Pathosformeln circulate and tell us something about society, about its anxiousness, and about its collective desires and expectations.

Warburg’s iconology led to a theory of symbolic forms that was developed in philosophy, with Ernst Cassirer’s Philosophie der symbolischen Formen.

In Art History, however, iconology did not really benefit from further historical and visual study, beyond Erwin Panofsky’s attempts of formalization. Indeed, Panofsky reoriented iconology towards the interpretation of the symbolic meaning of images. He was interested in the evolution of styles and the circulation of ways of painting this or that object or character; but he was not concerned with what historical and cultural trauma a given shape conveyed; nor with the factors that make one image or pattern circulate better than another. Iconology was about to be fiercely criticized in the 1950s, which did not help art historians to better read Warburg and to question Panofsky’s domination in the definition of iconology. Otto Pächt’s reticence about iconology (that he developed in his teaching, conference talks, and in his book Methodisches zur kunsthistorischen Praxis published in 1977) was probably not limited to the tendency of iconology to over-interpret any pictorial representation. Iconology took the artwork out of its individual value. This was wrong, from Pächt’s perspective. Iconology turned to the multiple. But art history’s monographic fate was still at play. Pächt’s criticism of iconology was also germane. Iconology as such depended on the size of the corpus gathered by the art historian, and on reproductions that, at the time, gave a limited view of the work of art (black and white images, poor definition, lack of relief or detail, etc.). This reality could only weaken the historian’s conclusions, and justify scholarly criticism attached to a detailed approach for each work.

Many questions that Warburg raised have remained open. Does the meaning of certain motives that circulate more than others intensify as they change (as Warburg suggested), or does this meaning become commonplace and disappear? We still do not know. What do the images that remain and build up over time say about a society? We can only suppose it. Iconology laid the foundations for a study of the factors that govern the genesis and transmission of iconographic forms and themes, but art historians gradually abandoned these ambitions in favor of a text-centered approach of the reception of images. The project of a general iconology was too Promethean.

Reception Studies and Iconography. Their Limits

Reconstructing the impact of images in their reception could still be a solution to trace specific visual influences. Since Hans Robert Jauss pioneered Reception Studies as a sub-category of Literary Studies, many art historians have been stimulated by the possibility to do the same with images. Reception Studies applied to images gave a great deal of excellent critical research, such as Wolfgang Kemp’s analysis and history of the
“implicit viewer” in the artworks, an equivalent to the “implicit reader” of Wolfgang Iser. A viewer that Kemp claimed became an “Explicit viewer” after 1967, against Michael Fried’s idea of contemporary arts theatricality. However, when Reception Studies became fashionable in the 1990s, it was according to a very limited conception of reception, i.e. the critical reception of artworks, for the most part. Many young art historians were oriented towards the study of “the reception of this artist in that or this country.” The collective result is a great number of PhDs and articles that have never led to any general conclusion, except that nationalism and politics have always been central in the reception of art at the time of the printed press. Such conclusions are partly driven by an source effect: so many sources taken from the press, and so few from archives (be it archival images such as photography and artwork, or usual archival documents such as correspondence or other personal documentation). Art historians skeptical of this approach could be interested in Cultural Transfer Theory’s criticism of Reception Studies. But it was to focus more on the diversity of reception, on the changes in the meaning of works (and, therefore, in their reception) from one context to another, on the effects on artworks and their interpretation of their own circulation, and on the strategies adopted by those involved in the circulation of artworks to ensure better reception. Images, as images, remained studied one by one, even when the perspective was as broad and quantitative as possible. When it was a question of studying the effects of the images outside themselves, i.e. on other sources that would respond to their action (press, correspondence, other images), images have been the Achilles’ heel of art historical reception and transfer studies, despite the fact that the impact of an image is all the stronger because it circulates on various visual mediums, more than in textual allusions.

Not that scholars had abandoned the project of iconology—which they transferred to, and reduced, to iconography, the description of diverse representations of a given subject, theme, or style. Iconography traced the circulation of themes and sometimes styles using analogical approaches. A theme (for example, trees, clouds, or cats) is studied in its diverse visual avatars, with neither any clear idea of the visual corpus used for the study, nor any certitude on the representativeness of the artefacts gathered and of the medium studied for the research. What can be called classical, analogic iconography produced brilliant pages such as Panofsky’s writings on the diffusion of the gestural motif, on the broadcasting of landscapes in the background of paintings from Irish medieval books to Italian international style and Netherlandish painting. However, the conclusions drawn from iconographic studies about general historical trends are only as strong as the scholar’s scholarship, erudition, and corpus of works. The quality of a research will not necessarily be indexed to the size of its corpus; however, the conclusions drawn from studies using computational methods based on complete or representative corpora, and their textual descriptions, say more on the diffusion of images, motives, and ideas, than the usual study of clouds in a few European landscape paintings that reveal conclusions on “the invention of nature” in “European painting”. Limited knowledge and horizon often means that the study of images or

16 See my assessment of Reception Studies in Art History in: Béatrice Joyeux-Prunel, “Circulation and Resemanticization: An Aporetic Palimpsest,” Artl@5 Bulletin 6, no. 2 (Summer 2017), 4-17. URL: http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/artl@5/vol6/iss2/13.
18 Joyeux-Prunel, “Circulation and Resemanticization.”
19 See my own research, for instance Béatrice Joyeux-Prunel, “Circulation and Resemanticization.”
21 Joyeux-Prunel, “Circulation and Resemanticization.”
23 See my own research, for instance Béatrice Joyeux-Prunel, “Circulation and Resemanticization.”
motives in circulation will be limited to those of which we were already aware, detecting origins and outcomes that could be biased by the corpora at our disposal.

In any case, art history seemed to renounce the deployment of particular theoretical elements to interpret the circulation of images. Those challenged by the agency of images gradually turned to the anthropology and sociology of objects. Surprisingly, however, art historians have made little use yet of the anthropology of artefacts proposed by Alfred Gell, or of the agency of objects initiated by Bruno Latour; nor has the anthropology of images proposed in the early 2000s by Hans Belting gained much attention. The anthropology of images renounced global scales anyway, perhaps because it was too new and had first to refine its method on case studies.

**Images and their Role in Global History**

Given the little interest of art historians for large, multiple visual broadcasts, one could assume that art historians have surrendered the study of visual globalization to historians. But could historians do a better job on the circulation of images, and how would they take the epidemic part of visual diffusion into account?

Working on the circulation of images, on a large scale and for long periods of time, has always been a true challenge for global history, as Sanjay Subrahmanyam pointed out. Since the 1990s, several historians claimed their growing awareness of the accelerating global flow of "people, machinery, money, images, and ideas." Like culture, artefacts and images have always been in circulation. Working on them helped historians recognize the limits of the concepts of nation-state and national culture. However, within global history, the study of images in the context of globalization remained limited. Some scholars approached the topic of social imaginary, but their work still relied on a textual, abstract dimension.

While specialists in the study of nationalism studied images extensively, especially since Perry Anderson's seminal book _Imagined Communities_ (1991), research on how a global imaginary is symbolically and socially produced through images has been marginalized in the work of specialists in globalization.

Some have pointed out the importance of investigating the interplay between visual culture and globalization. But they mostly aimed to "frame the intercultural" or "the global imaginary," in the way that Anderson framed the national imaginary; what's more, they worked exclusively on this topic for the last 20 years. They neither studied how local imaginaries may have evolved towards or away from the global, nor did they the question of visual diffusions.

By analyzing single images and patterns in circulation, some studies have highlighted the mixed nature of cultural crossroads, and the recovery capacity of colonized populations who resemantized images and objects from colonial societies before the 19th century. Global literary studies, which have added computation to their approach, could also offer a strong example. A growing number of studies have used what Franco 20th century's Glacier Dynamics (Philadelphia: Temple University Press; 2000). See also Mary D. Sheriff (ed.), _Images and their Role in Global History_ (London: Verso, 2013).

Moretti called “distant reading”\textsuperscript{12} to better understand the logics of literary globalization and its mediators.\textsuperscript{33} They show how cultural practices overcome traditional national, linguistic and geographic frontiers, and highlight unexpected, polycentric channels of literary circulations. Doing the same type of studies for images—and comparing the results with these literary conclusions—could be interesting topic to explore, which was the main issue of the Artl@s Project when it was launched in 2009.

10 years Working on Artistic Global Circulation with Exhibition Catalogues: The Artl@s Project

To study epidemics is first and foremost to look at where they circulate, on a global scale. We need massive data, worldwide, over the long term, and therefore we need to be able to locate and map it. The international research group Artl@s\textsuperscript{34} was built from this perspective: to collectively gather digital sources and tools that would help art historians globalize and spatialize their research. The goal was to visualize the circulation of exhibitions, artists, and artworks from the 18\textsuperscript{th} century into the 2000s, using exhibition catalogues, a massive source that spread globally since the 1700s, and to an even greater extent since the 1880s.

Exhibition Catalogues and Global Art History

Working with exhibition catalogues was a good starting point, since they contain the textual descriptions of images circulating from shows. We have explained in this journal why these catalogues are useful for the global study of images in circulation.\textsuperscript{35} Since their first appearance around 1673, they have gradually expanded globally until today where they crisscross the world art market. Giving information as to the existence of an exhibition, its address, its dates, its title, listing the artists who participated in a given show and often the works that were displayed, exhibition catalogues give access to a rich source of data, whether artistic, social, commercial, geographical or even political. Working with the titles that are listed in these publications, we can study recurring patterns of words or themes. Using artists’ addresses on a large scale, places of birth, or the addresses of dealers and collectors, we can induce information about the geography of art production, trade, and consumption. Using the gender of artists, we can contribute to the study of women and men in the art world. The names of masters, art dealers and collectors, the names of models or subjects of portraits, etc., can be useful for a social study of artistic networks and carriers... The overall catalogues’ information taken in large quantities, thus help us work on the social history of art (tell me where you live and I may tell you what you paint and to whom you sell it); on the history of tastes (when and where do we paint the seaside?); on aesthetics (at what point, for instance, do we no longer see titles for artwork?); and on global circulations and visual diffusions.

BasArt: A Digital Source to Trace Art in Globalization

With its global, collaborative database of exhibition catalogues (19\textsuperscript{th}-21\textsuperscript{st} century) known as BasArt (https://artlas.huma-num.fr/map/#/), the Artl@s research group has applied digital spatial methodology to trace the circulation of exhibitions, artists, and artworks, before going to more traditional archival sources and methods. BasArt is a collective digital archive of exhibition catalogues


\textsuperscript{34} https://artlas.huma-num.fr/en/. Artl@s has worked since 2009 thanks to the support of the Ecole normale supérieure in Paris, France, the French National Agency for research (CNRS), the Lahen Transfers, the graduate school Translitterae, the university Paris Sciences Lettres (PSL), Purdue University, and since September 2019 the European Commission and the University of Geneva.

made of an open-source geographic information system, whose structure has been designed and tested over 6 years to deal with all forms of exhibition catalogues, knowing how much this literary form has evolved over centuries. Whatever the language, the date or the place, the database geolocalizes all the addresses listed in the catalogues. Its visualization and mapping interfaces facilitate data analysis and visualization. BasArt and its visualizations are open data—under a CC-BY license—and are thus freely available for everyone to use and republish as they wish, without restrictions, provided they acknowledge the Artl@s Project and its contributors.

These sources and tools place quantitative and cartographic analyses within the reach of the scholars who do not have the institutional support to launch their own digital projects, who do not have the knowledge to do so, or simply who do not desire to engage in computational techniques but might be interested in getting some data and visuals for their research. BasArt also gives access to catalogues that are only accessible in remote archives, and are therefore not part of the main narrative of modern art. The project makes room for the peripheries of Art History in order, simply, to globalize our work and narratives.

Decentering and Globalizing the History of Art

Based on these methodologies, the Artl@s teams have worked on the global trajectories of artists, on the worldwide circulation of works, on stylistic trends and their international transmission, and on the transnational construction of reputations.

Digital methods applied to massive data allow us to see very quickly dissemination phenomena. We are then able to compare the hypotheses suggested by the remote approach (“distant reading”) with more traditional methods such as archival surveys, historical contextualization, monographs, work analyses and theoretical interpretation.

These multi-scalar approaches contribute to the effective crisis of some widespread ideas about art globalization.

First, they contradict the commonplace idea that there would have been global centers and peripheries in the history of art (Paris before 1945, New York after). The “global centers” art historians have long written about were the result of many historiographical blind spots. Several of us have shown, for the particular case of the history of modern art, how the peripheries were essential in the establishment of new artistic movements, both for their birth (often initiated by artists from the peripheries), and for their commercial dissemination. Picasso’s painting, for example, was first exhibited in Germany and Central Europe, before being shown in Paris. Even though foreign amateurs mainly bought Picasso’s older works, the fame of his peripheral exhibitions and reception contributed to the rise in popularity of his more recent creations (especially Cubism). Similarly, as Catherine Dossin demonstrated, Pop Art would probably not have been as successful in the USA if it had not first been exhibited in Paris in 1963 and, above all, if it had not been an immediate success in Germany.

Secondly, global computational approaches to exhibition catalogues go against the widespread idea that nothing would have happened in art in global peripheries, and that these peripheries would have necessarily been imitating the centers. For example, the Paris Artl@s group held 1400 exhibitions in the “Arab countries” between 1900 and 1990—and the work seems to be almost satisfactory only for Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Egypt (Map 1). The following map shows the project’s results for the just the 1980s. Catherine Dossin’s team at Purdue university launched another project, on another art historical periphery
of Art History, this time gendered: exhibitions of women artists. The titles and themes associated with the exhibitions found in both cases suggest a wide variety of styles and genres practiced by artists from these geographical and gendered peripheries. Can we speak of imitation in the face of such diversity?

The Circulation of Styles does not Prove Influences. The case of Fauvism and German Expressionism

The third preconceived notion about global Art History is that there would have been diffusions from "centers" to "peripheries": production in the centers, reception and imitation in the "peripheries." Indeed, a visual diffusion does not prove symbolic domination; nor does it prove what we would call a contagion. The case of Fauvism and German Expressionism, seen first through the distant analysis of exhibition catalogues and artistic circulation, is a telling example of this result.

German and French art historians have argued a great deal about which movement first revolutionized modern art, around 1905: Parisian Fauvism, or German Expressionism? Many could argue that the Germans imitated the Parisians, since the Parisians started to make very colorful works in 1904, before the Germans. But they were never able to prove that the Germans had seen or even heard about Fauvism before moving on to Expressionism. Looking at the question from

---


another angle, an international and circulatory one, changes the perspective. Why and how did some artists go to Fauvism or Expressionism, while others remained with impressionist painting?

With a given corpus of exhibition catalogues, we can overtake an international prosopographical study—the study of the careers of social groups—and better understand the trajectory that could lead, or not lead, to fauvist-like painting. The best international careers of the 1900s, for instance, did not lead to fauvist-like painting. What where the main successful trajectories at the time, that lead to such careers? We can analyze the social trajectories of the artists the most frequently exhibited in the most famous and modern Salons of the time. A representative list of such Salons and their exhibitors can be retrieved from the exhibition catalogues of several shows that were considered the best and most modern international salons from the 1880s to the 1900s, such as the Société nationale des beaux-arts in Paris, the Brussels Salon des Vingt and the Libre Esthétique, the Berlin Secession, or the International Society of Painters, Sculptors, and Gravers in London.

Network analysis of artists’ exhibition frequency suggests that those who could exhibit more than the others in these selective modern salons were very few. They were distributed by cliques (Map 2). Moreover, a social and demographic comparison of this international artistic elite points to an accelerated process of social closure: the older artists among our corpus come from modest social classes, whereas the youngest ones come from higher social strata, the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie. As a consequence, to have direct access to great modern, international careers around 1900, one had to be born rich, aristocratic, and living in the most expensive districts of the


---


42 I used the following exhibition catalogues: Brussels, Salon des Vingt, 1888 and 1891; Paris, Société nationale des Beaux-Arts, 1890, 1892 and 1902; London, International Society of Painters, Sculptors, and Gravers, 1898; Berlin, Sezession, 1900 and 1902; Brussels, Salon de la Libre Esthétique, 1899, 1900.
capital cities of the time—this is confirmed by the addresses given by these artists in the catalogues. As a contrast, in the 1880s, it was possible for artists born in lower-middle classes to rise socially, all over Europe. Young artists coming from modest backgrounds in the fin de siècle and the 1900s could nurture great expectations, considering that older painters coming from similar social classes had found international recognition, were established and well-off. Their high expectations led generally to higher disappointment, when they came to realize that access to elite careers was monopolized now by richer artists and who were better equipped socially.

This distant and prosopographical reading of exhibition catalogues induces a new point of view on traditional art historical sources. The artistic press and correspondence of the 1900s in France, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, and Russia, smells like social conflict: access to successful careers was blocked by an international clique with strong social, cultural and cosmopolitan capital. Novels and fiction of the time confirm this issue. The problem was structural: young people no longer had a horizon on the international art scene. Some founded cooperatives, such as the Union international des arts et des Lettres, which was founded in 1904 in Angers and Paris by Alexis Mérodack-Jeaneau and exhibited Wassily Kandinsky and Alexei Jawlenski at their hardest times in Paris, and developed a surprising international network. Whatever the place of production or artist, around 1900-1904, painting at this time also looks depressing. We think of Henri Matisse’s green, despained self-portraits; of Van Dongen’s caricatures of the poor in anarchist periodicals; of Picasso’s blue period, painted in women and prostitutes’ hospitals; of Kandinsky’s small riders lost in mountains and dark colors. This may suggest the sudden and unplanned international explosion, between 1904-1906, of part of the younger generation—the provincials, the poor, the foreigners, in Germany, France, Belgium, and even Russia. All reacted in a similar way: in the peripheries of modern art capital cities, groups of artists who had not succeeded in finding a place at the table of international artists came together and decided to oppose the system. They reacted with words, with politics, and with art, with their paintbrushes, all in a similar way: against the impressionist tâche and its color sweetness with bright colors through virulent flat tints; against urban and worldly art, by referencing folk and primitive arts; against the interest in bourgeois interior portraits, by painting the poor, lower and working class people outside.

This leads to the interpretation of international stylistic diffusions in a more complex way than as a matter of influence. In the case of Fauvism and Expressionism, similar social structural contexts were decisive. These conclusions also incite an understanding of symbolic artistic revolutions (that of Parisian Fauvism or German Expressionism) in a social and transnational way, and to place the question of the “first inventor” or the “isolated inventors” where it belongs: mythology. There is much more to discover in artworks than individual genius and invention.

Images in Globalization: Towards a Massive Study

From Texts to Images. Applying Artificial Intelligence to Big Visual Data

Looking critically at digital methodologies applied to exhibition catalogues or even to images databases, shows that they have a crucial limitation: most of the time, scholars use the textual descriptions of images; not the images themselves. This is not to say that the images themselves have been neglected, but we art historians have worked on visual material by hand, on images one by one, and when we computed the images, we counted
words and textual expressions or descriptions as a part of this data. With the BasArt Database that is made of text, when we map addresses, exhibitions or artwork circulation, we are not in a “distant viewing” of visual sources. Rather, we are in a “distant reading” of images’ textual descriptions.

Another limitation: exhibition catalogue databases, as well as image databases, are mainly focused on original works. Now, the global circulation of images has run faster with visual reproductions (printed illustrations, photography, postcards, copies of original works, etc.) than with the circulation of original artworks.

Catalogues still very frequently contain illustrations. A catalogue, when illustrated, indicates for some artworks a twofold circulation: the circulation of the artifact, and the circulation of its reproduction. Recent digital technologies can help us retrieve the illustrations in our sources. They allow us to automatically date and localize the images’ circulation—its publication and its exhibition. Thanks to prior training, computers also allow us to automatically tag images by author and by style. Through similar deep learning algorithms, they can automatically guess what object is represented, or if an image is figurative or abstract, and what it contains (faces, smiles, bodies, animals). Finally, artificial intelligence algorithms make it is possible to analyze images as images, that is to say as pixels, colors and shapes, and to do so on a broad scale. The union of these methodologies, adapted to the issues and to the knowledge of Art History, are dramatically promising for the study of the circulation and contagion of images on a global scale, and throughout extended periods of time.

Since 2017, the Artl@s research group has begun this task, collecting representative visual corpora and their metadata as to places and dates of circulation from illustrated catalogues and art journals. One individual catalogue, especially after 1950, can sometimes contain a hundred illustrations. Art journals have propagated images at an even broader scale, especially since the 1880s. With thousands of catalogues and journals taken at a global scale and throughout a long period of time, an incredible corpus of images dated and localized will be available to work on the global circulation of patterns and artistic images. The Artl@s research group is currently elaborating a methodology where digital and analogic traditional approaches are combined, in order to study and understand the global circulation of images.

The current objective of this project named VISUAL CONTAGION is to apply neural network algorithms to group together images that look similar. In order to trace the visual transmission of specific patterns, we have chosen to apply the EnHerit algorithm developed by Mathieu Aubry at École des Ponts Paris Tech in France. The tools of EnHerit can identify recurring patterns in heterogeneous image databases, in particular parts of artworks that have been copied from other artists. The manual identification of such parallels and borrowings would otherwise be an extremely arduous and time-consuming process, even when carried out on smaller scales. With tools such as EnHerit, it is possible to carry out such identification in a short time and across vast corpora. From a given database, they can produce a list of all the images that have been reproduced several times, and which ones have therefore been most widely distributed internationally. They can also display lists of images that are not the same, but that are similar; and they can help us see how a pattern circulates, or how a style is diffused. Our objective is thus to group images not only according to their visual proximity with one another, but also according to their spatiotemporal and semantic proximities.

---

A Case Study: The Iconography of Venus

A research project always starts with small experiments. We chose to work with the historical database of images representing Venus gathered since 2006 by K. Bender: around 20,000 images, from the Renaissance to the present day. This database was even more interesting since Bender, a professional statistician, had already analyzed his own database statistically using text descriptors, and had also already manually classified the images according to common patterns or themes. We could therefore compare our machine vision results with his statistical results and human visual samplings.

In a few minutes, our algorithm gathered the most frequently cited and imitated patterns in the Venus database. Out of the 20,000 images, the algorithm has very effectively highlighted eight main clusters, first featuring the *Birth of Venus* by Botticelli, the *Sacred Love and Profane Love* by Titian, etc. (Table 1). This "machine sampling" is clearly powerful, as it gathers images much faster than usual sampling modes. Still, the algorithm in its current state will overlook some images that the eye could easily recognize—for instance, identical but inverted or reverse images are not always included, and the algorithm does not always recognize compositions

### Table 1. Eight main clusters identified automatically by EnHerit algorithm in K. Bender’s Venus Image Database. Source: See Footnote 49.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Title of the work</th>
<th>Date of the work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BOTTICELLI</td>
<td>Nascita di Venere</td>
<td>1482-1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TITIAN</td>
<td>Amor sacro e Amor profano</td>
<td>c. 1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GIORGIONE</td>
<td>Venere dormiente</td>
<td>1507-1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Annibale CARRACCI</td>
<td>Sleeping Venus with cupids Venus, Adonis and Cupid</td>
<td>c. 1603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lorenzo COSTA</td>
<td>Standing Venus</td>
<td>1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Alexandre CABANEL</td>
<td>Naissance de Venus</td>
<td>1863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sandro BOTTICELLI</td>
<td>Primavera</td>
<td>late 1470s or early 1480s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Guido RENI</td>
<td>Reclining Venus with Cupid</td>
<td>c. 1639</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

49K. Bender’s *The Iconography of Venus from the Middle Ages to the Modern Times*, includes some 40,000 works of art, 20,000 of which have been ordered and published in six Topical Catalogues. All works have been described according to their author, their date and place of creation, ownership, their dates and place of exhibition and possible sale, if known. At the same time, K. Bender compiled all the images of these works representing Venus when they were available. All data are preserved as a "Dataverse" in the open access repository heiDATA of the University of Heidelberg (https://heidata.uni-heidelberg.de/dataverse/root?%3authorName_s%3A%22Bender%2c+K.%22&types=dataverses%3Adatasets%3Afiles&sort=score&order= ).

50As long as our partner lab will keep it online, the whole database clustering can be consulted on http://imagine.enpc.fr/~bounouo/html/ordered_clusters.html. Consulted 19 December 2019.
that differ from the original but are inspired by the original theme. We, Digital Art Historians, will have to find strategies to maximize the pertinence of automatic sampling, and to gradually correct the algorithm in order to make it meet our expectations before any generalization.

However, these first tests already raise interesting questions about the reproduction, the geographical diffusion, and the meaning of Venus iconographies.

First, a chronology of the images gathered quickly demonstrates that copying and painting Venus has not been a mere ancient and classical attitude. The high relative frequency of repetitions of motifs after 1945 (or even, after 1960, for example on Figure 1, which shows a chronological ordering of the first images of the cluster “Venus Birth by Botticelli”), shows that art historians should stop thinking that copying was a gesture of academic periods. It also questions the modern ideology of autonomy and originality. The contemporary period has copied old paintings representing—even mocked at times, but not always—Venus. Since the modern times, and up to the contemporary period, artists have deeply reflected on their visual heritage. Of course, our corpus is made of reproductions of reproductions. Consequently, the results of its analysis inevitably reflect the biases of the corpus’ constitution (i.e. which works were the most available at the time K. Bender collected his images), as well as the fact that they are the result of the reality of reproduction and copying in art history. Besides, not all pictures have equal value. We will consider how to weigh the difference between facsimile, pastiche, quotation, misappropriation, etc. in order to measure and assess the impact of an image in its visual avatars.

11 In his book The Culture of the copy, Striking Likenesses, Unreasonable Facsimiles (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1996), Hillel drew similar conclusions (among others) by different methods. I would like to thank Marco Jalla for pointing me to this book.


By expanding the study with larger image banks it should be possible to know if only the theme of Venus has been repeated so much, or if other works or old references have also been copied, and which ones. If Venus is one of the most widespread themes, what does it reveal about the relationship of artists to women in the 20th century? The study opens the door to a broad and global study on the long-term evolution of the canons of female beauty.

Following the geographical questioning of our project, we have also evidenced a quick Americanization of the topic Venus after 1960. Is this a result our sources —and of the relative over-representation of US art in the sources available to a scholar, K. Bender, who is based in Belgium? Further statistical inquiry should help us evaluate this possible consequence.

As we strive to chart these exchanges in a more detailed way, the diffusion channels of certain motifs should be demonstrated with digital, cartographic mapping of images from similar clusters. Did some regions communicate visually with each other more than others? Will our maps highlight specific centers or, on the contrary, several? What will be the spatial logics of these broadcasts? With a Geographic Information System that arranges recurring images according to time and space, we will be able to highlight channels of artistic circulation for a large and never-before studied number of images.

### Enlarging the Study to Printed Periodicals and Visual Studies

The study of visual reception, styles and iconographic circulations cannot be limited to the arts. Since the 1990s, “visual studies” scholarship has insisted on the importance of reciprocal contagions between all types of images, be they artistic or non-artistic, belonging to high, low or everyday culture.54 The implicit logic of the VISUAL CONTAGION project is to broaden the scope of its sources, to get a distant viewing of “what circulates” globally.

Printed material periodicals are quite representative of the visual regime of static image circulation for the period of the 1880s to the 1990s. For the project VISUAL CONTAGIONS, they will be the main corpus of another experiment. Scholars have highlighted the development of weekly illustrated supplements after the 1880s,55 and their impact on the transnational diffusion of ideas and the circulation of models.56 We can describe the circulation of literary supplements with some accuracy. For instance, in France, the weekly supplement to the Petit Journal was offered starting from 28 November 1890 with a color engraving on the first and last page; specialists consider that all the illustrés of the time "copied" this one.57 The most striking imitation of this layout is perhaps by the Romanian Universal illustrat (1892-97).58

Still, here, too, working globally and quantitatively has been the exception. A new generation of historians has done considerable work over the past few decades on the history of illustrations circulating in periodicals, but they have done this work manually, and with singular case studies. Visual studies also have had little time to fully exploit the potential of computer vision, even though the discipline has developed in parallel with the revolution of digital technologies.59 Considering the availability of digitized collections of illustrated periodicals, and the current progress of statistics applied on images, all ingredients are there for a global study of visual circulations over 100 years.

---


57 See the collection on Gallica Website: [https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32836564q/date1890](https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32836564q/date1890) (consulted 18 December 2019).


From Images to Ideas and Pathos

Much remains to be done in order to better assess the way visual culture was built and circulated across the world. To really study visual epidemics, we have to work on the millions of reproductions that have circulated through print, and today, through digital images. Our challenge is to put in place and to articulate the digital and historical methodologies that will allow us to study this visual globalization, in a massive way, before we go deeper into representative case studies and apply the traditional humanities methodologies or complementary approaches such as epidemiology and cognitive sciences.

What were the most copied images? The most inspiring? Was there any evidence of how quickly they contaminated other images, and which media were touched first, depending on the era (painting copy, engraving, photographic reproduction, pastiche, etc.)?

We want to reconstitute the geographical, cultural, social and commercial channels through which the most used images were disseminated. Beyond the question of centers and peripheries, the question of the factors impacting an image’s dispersal that are external to its visual quality arises: have there been, throughout history, privileged routes for the diffusion of images? social milieus? media and commercial networks that are more important than others?

We also intend to study the profile of the artists producing the most contagious images. Did some artists innovate more than others? Are there artists who copied more than others? What were their socio-historical profiles?

We also want to understand what exactly circulates, when an image circulates. What are the most common visual elements that circulate? What do artists retain when they adopt a style, a gesture? A widespread theory in cognitive sciences explains that ideas spread most rapidly when they are well adapted to human cognitive abilities—for instance whether or not their content ensures maximum cognitive effect with minimal effort.\(^{60}\) Do images function in a similar way? Cognitivist analyses have already identified simple patterns in images that the brain is capable of detecting faster than others; that is to say motifs, colors, and patterns that the brain can recognize and have an opinion of very quickly. The hypothesis seems to be valid on propaganda images, but is this valid for all images? Do images circulate all the more since they are characterized by simple patterns and colors? Our objective is to identify the statistical characteristics of successful images when we have gathered thousands of visual "hits." And to see if these visual characteristics depend on the time or not, which a historian’s point of view would in theory say; what are their visual criteria; and if we can characterize their social and commercial criteria — because an image is a social object, too.

Last question, that of the ideas and feelings that accompany the images in circulation. Are there any ideas that are systematically associated with certain images and patterns? Not only ideas but also collective feelings are carried by certain images. Aby Warburg and his intellectual heirs have been interested by the diffusion of certain visual motifs that spread more than others, and that carried collective reminiscences that the humanities must study. Warburg, who completed his thesis on Botticelli, spoke of how the nymph’s veils in ancient bas-reliefs are found in the Venus of the Renaissance. What are the equivalents of these veils in history, and today? The project VISUAL CONTAGION is taking part of a scholarly trend that wants to "operationalize," as Franco Moretti proposes, Warburg’s concept of Pathosformeln.\(^{61}\) VISUAL CONTAGION will bring to this project the spatiotemporal approach characteristic of Artl@es, a means to envisage the extent to which Pathosformeln and their circulation reveal elective affinities between certain cultural, geographical,

---


economic, social— or, why not, historical— spaces. Some forms have been autonomous, have circulated, persisted, between eras, cultures and spaces, and despite all the upheavals that have taken place in history and in the human relationship to matter. By studying these forms, which our algorithms will have highlighted among millions of images, we should be able to better understand our cultures, the commonalities between them, and what may also constitute bridges between cultures (i.e. visual links between cultures and eras; cultural homogenization connections, or rather of meeting and mixing).

Conclusion

Images can be contagious. The issue is as relevant today in the age of social networks, as it was for early art historians interested in a better understanding of the history of styles, for art dealers anxious to trace "influences" and assert precedence, or for artists eager to situate themselves within or outside a shared visual genealogy. Whatever the position, making images or studying them, the field has always proven a rich and innovative world based on exchange, circulation and technical innovation. Several generations of art historians have sought to confront the circulation of motifs in a global and long-term perspective. Despite the monographic fate of their discipline, and the power of connoisseurship among image professionals, they have tried to treat images at larger scales, using all the means at their disposal, from drawing to print to photography, to computerized "distant reading" of image descriptions; and now we apply "distant viewing" algorithms on huge image databases. The quest seems endless to understand how images circulate, how they can be viral, what they carry, and what effect they have on us. It is likely that subsequent generations of researchers will also strive to make the most of the latest technologies to understand the amazing effect of images on humanity. And that we will never have a satisfactory answer to our questions.
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